
7. This is an "Arty Party of painting an abstract painting while sipping wine".

The focus of the lesson is to create a 
"Path of Light" in your focal area 
using negative painting skills and 
gelli collage papers. This lesson  was 
recorded live and included a four 
course dinner party. 

A group of artists who have painted together for 
34 years gather every year in February in the 
cold north woods and paint together. Over the 
years, an amazing bond of friendship has 
developed.

My lesson is a new variation of an abstract style of painting. Sit back and enjoy our enthusiasm 
for art, our love for each other and hopefully some ideas that you can turn into a beautiful 
painting.

Art Supplies:
Stencils
Watercolor pencils 
100-grit Sand paper
Collage or gelli papers,
YES Paste
Flat one inch brush

Step by step instructions:

The lesson is about designing a path of light in your painting.   I usually design a path of dark, 
so designing a light path should prove to be challenging. Draw in your "path of light" with a 
pencil.  

Wet the back and the front of your paper.

Chose a warm or cool dominance.  Add a touch of the compliment before you start your 
dominate color.

Start designing the darks surrounding your path of light. 

Glue gelli papers in your path of light.  Use gelli papers that have a pattern over a clear 
background.  Be sure to put YES Paste down first and then the gelli paper..  This paper does 
not allow moisture to penetrate through so you must add glue and then the gelli paper.



Drop collage papers in the dark areas.  I like to add 
collage papers without worrying about gluing them, just 
be spontaneous during the painting time and glue 
them later.   
Take backing off of the napkins before you drop them 
into the color.  Spray with a fine mister so they absorb 
the color.
Add color sanding if desired.
When dry, glue down the collage papers with YES 
Paste.

 Here are some of the finished paintings by the participants.






